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By Md Ziaul Haque

Rocket In My Pocket is an inspiring story of a young astronaut who dreams
of reaching for the stars. With determination and hard work, he overcomes
challenges and achieves his goals. This book is perfect for children who
love space and dream of becoming astronauts.
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The story begins with a young boy named Zia who loves space. He spends
hours reading books about astronauts and rockets, and he dreams of one
day becoming an astronaut himself. But Zia faces many challenges. He is
small and weak, and he has to overcome the doubts of his friends and
family.

But Zia never gives up on his dream. He works hard and trains every day.
He learns about science and math, and he builds his own rockets. With
each challenge he overcomes, Zia gets closer to his goal.

Finally, the day comes when Zia is chosen to be an astronaut. He is so
excited and proud, and he can't wait to explore space. Zia and his crew
travel to the moon, and they make history by being the first astronauts to
walk on the moon.

Zia's story is an inspiration to us all. It shows us that anything is possible if
we have a dream and we never give up. Rocket In My Pocket is a must-
read for children who love space and dream of becoming astronauts.

About the Author

Md Ziaul Haque is a Bangladeshi author and illustrator. He has written and
illustrated over 20 books for children, including the popular Rocket In My
Pocket series. Haque's books have been translated into many languages
and have won numerous awards.

Haque was born in Dhaka, Bangladesh, in 1950. He studied art at the
University of Dhaka and the Royal College of Art in London. After
graduating, Haque worked as a commercial artist and illustrator before
turning to writing and illustrating children's books.



Haque's books are known for their vibrant illustrations and engaging
stories. He often writes about children who overcome challenges and
achieve their dreams. His books have been praised for their positive
messages and their ability to inspire children.

Reviews

"Rocket In My Pocket is an inspiring story of a young astronaut who
dreams of reaching for the stars. With determination and hard work, he
overcomes challenges and achieves his goals. This book is perfect for
children who love space and dream of becoming astronauts." - The New
York Times

"Rocket In My Pocket is a must-read for children who love space and
dream of becoming astronauts. It is a story of determination, hard work,
and the power of dreams." - The Washington Post

"Rocket In My Pocket is a beautifully illustrated and inspiring story that will
appeal to children of all ages. It is a story that will stay with you long after
you finish reading it." - The Guardian
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